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Your child has been learning about patterns, and they are becoming
more aware of patterns that they see in their environment. They have
been looking at repeating patterns and symmetrical patterns. They
have been learning how to copy and continue these patterns, and are
able to make their own patterns.

Encourage your child to look for these patterns around the home or in
the outside environment, e.g. their reflection in a mirror, flowers in
the garden, a set of traffic lights, or the patterns on their clothes and curtains
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You will need,
r coloured penci[s/

crogonsffett-tip pens
o glue
. scLssors

. smot[ everydau
objects, e.g. ?aper
clips, pencils, tog
cars, buitding bricks
a mirror - to be used
with qn adult only

Help your child to cut out the pictures-from , ))'I
the bottom or $6er*L 3
Look at each repeating pattern in turn, and
encourage your child to identify what comes next in
each one. Support them as they find the next two
or three pictures to complete each pattern correctly.

Together, say the pattern aloud (spiral, triangles,
spiral, triangles,...), checking that the repeat is

correct before gluing the pictures into place.

Help your child to.cut out the shapes f rom , ))\
the bottom of 5 tre (av b' rnd arrange
them in a row to one side.

Together, look at the first elephant. Talk about the
shapes in the pattern, and ask your child to
identify the missing shapes. Ask your child to point
to the correct shapes among those cut out.

Ask them to glue the shapes into place to
complete the symmetrical pattern. Complete the
patterns on the other two elephants in the same way.

Your child may colour in the patterns if they choose
to, but remind them that the colours must also
match if the pattern is to be completely symmetrical.
ln order to ensure complete symmetry you will
probably need to help your child with the colouring.

Talk about the different patterns in your ) )l ')

environment, particulady looking at repeating
patterns. Ask your child to identify the pattern,
e.g. at the park there may be a pattern of a tree,
a bench, a tree, a bench.

They may hear patterns of notes or rhythms in music.
There can be patterns of movements in dance.

You could make a collection of examples of
repeating patterns, e.g. on wallpapers or fabrics.

Look at the animals at the top of Skrcet .,lj )(e> jiupport your child in reading the speech'
bubble, and then ask them to draw that number
of legs onto the animal. Write the number of legs
in the box underneath the animal. Ask your child
if they can see the pattern in the numbers.

Next, look at the houses and the numbers.
Ask your child to write the numbers onto the
houses, in order. Again, ask your child if they can
see the pattern in the numbers. What number
would be next? lf appropriate, ask your child to
continue the pattern of odd and even numbers to
20. They could write these numbers on the back
of Homework 5SM19c, writing each of the odd
nurnbers on a drawing of a simple house or door.


